LETTER FROM ABROAD

How green
is the apple?

It’s one of the grimiest, most densely
populated cities in the world, but
many New Yorkers do seem to be
looking for more eco ways to live,
says expat Sarah Illingworth

I

moved to New York in
2008 and remember seeing
billboard campaigns around
town encouraging people to
go green – no doubt part of
Mayor Bloomberg’s PlaNYC
2007 vision of a “greener,
greater New York”.
There’s definitely been a
shift in attitudes toward green
living since then. Fines are
handed out when businesses
and apartment buildings don’t
recycle, eco-friendly products
are now readily available – and
affordable – at big drugstores
like Duane Reade and Rite
Aid, while supermarkets like
Whole Foods and Trader Joe’s
highlight local and organic
items as well as promoting
reusable bags. Con Edison,
the city’s main power supplier,
ran a recent ad campaign in
subways outlining easy ways
to conserve energy, and the
NYPD just added a bunch of
electric vehicles to its fleet.
Many people are making
changes at a community
level too – riding bikes, eating
organic and clothing swaps
with friends are all popular
examples of this – and the
artisan movement that’s been

developing over the past few
years also continues to pick up
steam. From rooftop farms to
gourmet chocolate and craft
beer, New Yorkers are all about
doing it local at the moment.
Some people are trading in
their day jobs (or replacing
ones they’ve lost because of
the economic downturn) for
a simpler lifestyle creating
niche products, while others
are making a conscious effort
to buy these local goods.
Places like Nolita Mart
& Espresso Bar in Chinatown
make it easy: all their products
are locally sourced, and
they’ve installed a station at
the back of their store where
customers can get refills
of Common Good laundry
detergent and hand soap.
Other favourite eco-conscious
spots around town include
Birdbath Bakery, Roberta’s
(a great restaurant in Brooklyn
that gets its produce from
a rooftop farm in Queens),
and Green Depot on Bowery.
In summer, Greenmarkets
all over town offer locally
grown fresh produce, and the
weekend Brooklyn Flea is the
best place to sample local

food and pick through vintage
clothes, repurposed furniture
and other treasures.
One of the biggest
challenges to living a green
New York lifestyle is the
reliance on air conditioning
and central heating. Like

the city could sort out an
energy-efficient means of
temperature control.
New York can feel like
a crazy place, but a growing
number of residents are
looking to simplify their lives.
The economic downturn

The artisan movement that’s been
developing over the past few years
continues to pick up steam. From rooftop
farms to gourmet chocolate and craft
beer, New Yorkers are all about doing it
local at the moment
most people, I live in an
apartment where, as in many
older buildings, the heat
for everyone is controlled
by one thermostat, which
always seems to be either
cranked up way too high, or
is not on at all! In summer
most apartments rely on
little window air-conditioning
units to keep cool, which
can double the power bill.
It would be a huge coup if
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provided a chance to reflect
on how we spend money and
time. Green living might be
trendy at the moment, but
I wonder if this is one case
where following the crowd
might not be so bad.

Sarah Illingworth is a New
York-based Kiwi journalist.
Follow her search for the best
coffee in the Big Apple at
www.goodcoffeenow.com

